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This report responds to your March 31, 1988, request that we study 
alternative approaches for employer wage reporting. The question of 
alternatives to the existing combined annual wage-reporting system 
arose because of the shortcomings we uncovered in the current system.’ 
We found that in millions of cases wages reported to the Internal Reve- 
nue Service (IRS) differed from those reported to the Social Security 
Administration (%A). These differences were nut being reconciled, and 
the differences could lead to several kinds of adverse consequences. In 
cases where more wages were reported to 1% than to SSA, workers’ earn- 
ings might not be accurately recorded and this could result in lower 
Social Security benefits for some. In cases where more wages were 
reported to SSA, social security taxes might have been underpaid. 

As a remedy to this situation, IRS and SSA reexamined how they receive 
and share wage information. They agreed to make changes to address 
these wage-reporting problems. The corrective actions focus on improv- 
ing the existing system rather than considering alternative systems that 
might improve the process. 

The objective of our study was to examine several alternatives to the 
existing system and analyze their potential for improving the wage- 
reporting process. We imposed a number of constraints on selecting 
alternatives in order to restrict the almost limitless number of ways the 
current system could be rearranged and modified. We only considered 
systems that (1) were distinctly different from each other and the cur- 
rent approach; (2) would, by and large, not increase employer reporting 
burdens; (3) would have the potential for improving the accuracy of SSA 
earnings records; and (4) we and others have studied or have proposed 
for study in the past, 

The alternatives were selected based on a review of the literature and 
discussions with cognizant federal and state officials. The pros and cons 

‘Swlal Security. More Must Ik Done LO Credit Earnmgs to Individuals’ Accounts (GAOIHRD-87.52, 
Sept 18. 1987) 
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We solicited comments on this report from IRS, SSA, and Labor. IRS stated 
it was in general agreement with the report and its conclusion (see app. 
III). Labor expressed concerns with alternatives 2 and 3. Most of Labor’s 
comments were extensions of problems that we discussed in the report. 
They related to matters such as privacy, incomplete and varying cover- 
age of workers by state programs, limits on the time state wage data are 
currently maintained, and a loss in the priority for meeting the needs of 
the unemployment compensation program under the alternatives dis- 
cussed. To recognize Labor’s comments and improve report clarity, we 
have added some of these comments to appropriate sections of appendix 
I. Appendix IV contains the full text of Labor’s comments. SSA did not 
provide any comments on this report. 

As agreed with your office, we are providing copies of this report to 
officials of SSA, IRS, J,abor and other congressional committees with an 
interest in this matmr. WC will also make copies available to others upon 
request. 

Appendix V contains a list of the major contributors to this report. 

Sincerely yours, 

<Joseph F. Delfico I/ 
Director, Income Security Issues 

(Retirement and Compensation) 
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Figure 1.1: Form W-3 Transmittal of Income and Tax Statements 

Under penaltiesof perjury. I declare that I have exammed this retumandacawnpanyi%documntr,andtothebatof~kncn*dgesnd belieftkyn 
true. correct. and complete. In the case of documents without recipients’ identiiing numbs. I have canplied wtih the requiremen% of the taw in attemp% 
tosecuresuch numbenfrom the recipients. 

Signature b Title . Date b 

Farm w-3 Transmittal of Income and Tax Statements 1988 yzzx 
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Figure 1.4: Sample of a State Quarterly Detailed Wage Report 

History of Wage 
Reporting 

The basic federal requirements governing wage reporting remained vir- 
tually unchanged from the mid-1930s (when social security started) 
until 1978. In 1976, a major change was made when the Congress 
amended the Social Security Act to reduce employer reporting burdens. 
Effective with the 1978 reporting year, the number of required 
employer wage reports was reduced. 
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.- 

IRS forwarded Attachment A to SSA, which used the detailed earnings 
data to update individual earnings files every 3 months. Thus, SSA and 
IRS used a single source of earnings information, the quarterly Form 941 
with Schedule A, to record earnings. There was no chance of differences 
in IRS and SSA records if the processing was carried out accurately. 
Errors, such as the omission of wages for one or more employees, would 
have been undetected as long as the Form 941 and its associated Sched- 
ulc A were in agreement. 

To facilitate the processing of individual income tax returns, employers 
also reported annually to IRS the earnings and taxes withheld for each 
employee. Employers filed a Form W-3, which summarized information, 
such as total wages and taxes withheld for all employees, and individual 
Forms W-2 showing specific information for each employee. For a lim- 
ited number of cases, IRS used the Form W-2 information to verify the 
wages reported by individuals on their tax returns. Even though it could 
have, IRS did not compare the annual Form W-3 information to the previ- 
ously reported quarterly Form 941 information to determine if differ- 
ewes existed 

(h~ent Wage-Reporting 
F’ro(‘ess 

The combined annual wage-reporting system that began in 1978 
responded to complaints from employers about the burden of govern- 
ment paperwork. This new system reduced the number of detailed earn- 
ings reports sent to the federal government from five to one. The basic 
outline of combined annual wage reporting is depicted in figure 1.6. 
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Employers continue to file Form W-3 and associated Forms W-2 annu- 
ally, but these forms are now sent to SSA y.ather than IRS. SSA receives, 
processes,’ and uses the Form W-2 wage data to record workers’ earn- 
ings in their accounts. SSA sends a copy of selected wage data from Form 
w-2 on COmpUter tapeS t0 IRS. IRS aggI2gakS its qUaI%rly infOrmatiOn 

and compares it to the annual wage information provided by SSA. IRS also 
compares the Form W-2 wage information with wages reported by indi- 
viduals on their tax returns. This new system did not change the number 
of wage reports employers sent to states. 

Impact of Change and The change to the annual wage-reporting system reduced the federal 

Associated Problems 
wage-reporting burden of employers as intended by the Congress, but it 
also changed where certain tax related documents had to be filed. It 
required that wage information formerly sent to IRS (Forms W-3 and W- 
2) now be sent to SSA. causing some confusion about where to submit 
required documents. The change also led to the cross-checking of wage 
information reported separately to IRS and SSA to help ensure that data 
filed on different reports and covering different time periods were 
consistent. 

The results of comparing wage reports has become the most troublesome 
feature of the current process. Each year the comparison identifies over 
1 million employers who may have reported different wage amounts to 
IKS and SSA. About half of the time, employers appear to have reported 
more wages to IRS than to SSA, implying that SSA may not have recorded 
all employee wages or that employers may have overpaid taxes. The 
other half of the time, employers appear to have reported more wages to 
SSA than to IKS, implying that all taxes may not have been paid or that 
SSA may have recorded too much in earnings. Some of these differences 
are resolved when employers file late or amended wage reports or when 
IRS and SSA discover and correct their own processing problems. For the 
remaining cases, however, employers have to be contacted to resolve the 
differences. 

In our September 1987 report, we stated that 1~ and SSA were not 
resolving differences in wage reports. Under a formal 1978 agreement, 
IKS was to resolve these differences. It achieved limited success in col- 
lecting additional taxes from those employers that had reported more 

‘The pnu?ssing of Fwm& N-3 xd W-2 consists of steps, such as the verificatmn of ldrntlfying infor- 
mation, the comparison of rhr ;rmo~nts reported on Form W-3 with the aggregate of Forms W-2. and 
the conversion of the reports 10 il tape format that can be used by SSA’s computer system to credit 
wages tu emp1oyw accounts 
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Three Possible 
Alternatives to the 
Current Wage- 
Reporting Process 

Given the wage-reporting problems experienced to date, the Chairman 
of the House Subcommittee on Social Security asked us to identify alter- 
native wage-reporting systems, with associated advantages and disad- 
vantages, that might improve the situation. We analyzed three 
alternatives to the current wage-reporting system that might improve its 
efficiency and effectiveness. 

It should be recognized that the alternatives are designed to represent a 
range of approaches and, to some extent, they build on each other. With 
four participants (employers, IRS, SSA, and states) providing or using 
wage reports, the number of unique combinations defining a logical flow 
of information is limited. However, many variations of these basic com- 
binations are possible because of the numerous specific operating 
requirements and relationships, such as the frequency of employer 
reporting and agency responsibility for comparing and reconciling 
reports, that could be established. 

Alternativ 
Combined 
Reporting 

‘e 1: Modified 
Annual Wage 

The first alternative is the closest in concept to the existing system. In 
alternative 1, IRS, rather than SSA, is responsible for receiving and 
processing the Forms W-3 and W-2 submitted by employers. 

We selected this approach for consideration because it retained most of 
the structure of the current wage-reporting process and it consolidated 
all tax reporting with IRS, which has the data and authority needed to 
identify and resolve problems with wage reports from employers. A 
Department of Health and Human Services Inspector General report out- 
lined a similar approach in 198S1 Figure I.7 depicts the broad constructs 
of such a system. 

%pporhxdties Exist for Govrrnment to Increase Use of Data Operations Centers’ Resources, Rlchard 
Kusserow, Inspectar General (GIN: A-09-8740076, July 11, 1984). 
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so it could post worker earnings. IRS would then compare the Form W-2 
data to the previously received Form 941 data and resolve any differ- 
ences. Afterwards, adjustments arising from the reconciliation would be 
shared with SSA so that earnings records could be corrected. 

The modified system could provide several significant benefits over the 
current one. First, it could establish a more efficient and effective recon- 
ciliation process leading to more accurate SSA wage posting. Reconcilia- 
tion should improve because IRS has the most current information, such 
as quarterly reported totals and current employer identification num- 
bers (which can frequently change), needed to do the reconciliation. Sec- 
ond, IRS could penalize employers who fail to file required reports; SSA 

said that it lacks such authority. Consequently, to avoid possible penal- 
tics, employers may rcaspond more quickly to IRS reconciliation inquiries 
than they now do to SSA inquiries. Third, employers may be less con- 
fused by reporting requirements and consequently less likely to submit 
information to the wrong government entity because all tax-related doc- 
uments would go to IRS. 

There are potential disadvantages to this alternative. Historically, IRS 

has not demonstrated a willingness to pursue projects that do not have a 
potential for colleMng additional taxes. Therefore, SSA posting of 
employee earnings may be delayed because SSA would have to depend on 
IRS to receive, process. and send the wage information. Delays in record- 
ing earnings could affect the accuracy of current benefit payme@ 
thereby increasing the number of under- and overpayments. The timeli- 
ness of SSA corrections to employee earnings files would also be depen- 
dent on how quickly IRS completes its reconciliation. Timeliness of 
corrections to earnings records could also affect payment accuracy. 

From the IRS perspective, this alternative would require it to undertake 
major new workloads: receiving, verifying, and converting Form W-2 
wage data to a usable magnetic format. IJnder this alternative, SSA 

would need fewer resources and IRS would need more. There is no reason 
to expect that administrative costs would be higher because the same 
work would need to be done and would most likely require similar 
resources. There could be some temporary transition problems, such as 
confusion among employers about where they should file wage reports 
and disruptions to work processes during the transfer period. 
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Figure 1.8: Unemployment Compensation Wage File 
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tinder this alternative, employers would continue to file quarterly 
detailed wage reports with states and the states would continue to main- 
tain wage data on a quarterly basis for limited historical periods (the 
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- 
employer-reported wage information on Forms 941, W-3, and W-2. To 
the extent that wage and employer data are improved, unemployment 
compensation programs and other users of this data, such as law 
enforcement agencies searching for fugitives or administrators of enti- 
tlement programs authorized access to these files, should also benefit. 

There are several major disadvantages associated with this alternative. 
First, it will increase the reporting burden for some employers. Those 
employers, such as government agencies, which do not currently report 
to the states would need to report wages under this system. Second, the 
alternative greatly increases administrative costs for IRS by requiring 
five separate reconciliations each year involving many separate wage 
files. The consideration of the state wage files in conjunction with the 
quarterly 941 and annual W-2 wage reports could greatly increase the 
number of mismatchtas and reconciliation problems. Third, YSA has to 
connect its wage-reporting systems with 53 wage files, which would 
likely be complex and expensive. Finally, it makes SSA dependent on the 
st,ates to process wage reports in a timely and accurate manner. 

In commenting on t,his report, Labor said the major disadvantages that 
we described are valid. Labor discussed a number of its concerns relat- 
ing to the privacy and operating issues associated with Alternative 2. 
We believe these comments warrant consideration. 

With regard to privacy. Labor said a primary concern relates to trans- 
porting data out of the unemployment insurance system and using it for 
other purposes. According to Labor, direct federal access to state wage 
data bases has not becbn previously permitted because it could violate 
state privacy requirements. States having stringent privacy and confi- 
dentiality requirements are unlikely to welcome intrusion into their data 
banks without enforceable and clear protection requirements. Thus, 
Labor said that thtl release of state data Jectronically to SSA would 
require a change in f’lsderal and most state laws. 

Labor also emphasized several operating issues related to this alterna- 
tive. First, it said that a uniform definition of wages would have to be 
used by all parties (IRS, SSA, and states). Second, it said that state agen- 
cies do not have unifclrm data processing equipment, which would com- 
plicate data transfer between IRS and SSA. Lastly, it said that the 
integration and rcscXonciliation of three data bases of this size is physi- 
cally and technically an enormous and questionable undertaking. The 
interaction with state, wage-reporting systems would require states to 
have more powerful c,omputer systems and additional staff to trace 
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Figure 1.9: Central Wage File 
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cross-checked nationally, providing for better income verification. Bet- 
ter wage data should increase the accuracy of payments under entitle- 
ment programs. Together these factors should reduce government 
operating costs. 

There are also disadvantages to this alternative. Like alternative 2, the 
reporting burden for some employers would be increased because they 
would have to begin filing detailed quarterly wage reports. And it may 
also be difficult and costly to integrate systems and informational needs 
on an on-line basis for multiple authorized users. There are two other 
significant issues that will need to be addressed. 

First, the privacy issue will have to be considered. Some would argue 
that the government should not have such a central comprehensive file 
on its citizens because the potential for abuse is great. They would ques- 
tion whether controls can be designed and maintained to protect individ- 
ual privacy rights. Others might argue that the central wage file would 
offer the opportunity to better protect individual privacy rights because 
it is easier to control access to one file than it is to the many files that 
now exist. 

Second, such a system would have significant organizational conse- 
quences for %A, IRS. and states. A new entity would have to be staffed 
and perhaps some of the staffing could come from persons currently 
performing these functions at SSA, IRS, and the states. However, centrali- 
zation may mean lost jobs in the many geographic areas where wage 
reports are now processed. Disruptions in wage-reporting operations 
could be expected with the adoption of such a different system requiring 
a new entity, changed roles, funding, organization, and location. 

In commenting on this report, Labor discussed several disadvantages of 
this alternative. Labor said that the states would lose control over data 
critical to the operation of their program. Any delays in being able to 
access wage data would delay awareness of late or missing employer 
reports, possibly affect solvency of the state unemployment insurance 
trust funds, and could delay payment of benefits. Also, without respon- 
sibility for the employer wage reports, the states would lose authority to 
penalize employers for failing to file timely reports. Finally, Labor said 
that it did not agree that fewer files would result under this system 
because states would have to maintain separate files for each employer 
and employee to operate their tax and work experience rating systems. 
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Objectives, Scope, and Methodology 

Our objectives were to identify and consider alternative means of pro- 
viding IRS and SSA with required earnings information. As requested, our 
primary considerations in the formulation of each alternative were that 
they (1) not be any more burdensome to employers than the present sys- 
tem, and (2) have the potential to improve the accuracy of SsA’s earnings 
records. In developing each alternative, we considered wage reporting in 
the larger context of all federal requirements and retained most of the 
current tax reporting and collection structure. Sometimes these goals 
conflicted. Thus, in some of the alternatives we had to make trade-offs 
between objectives. 

It is important to recognize that there are numerous other wage- 
reporting systems that could be developed besides those discussed in 
this report. We selected these three alternatives because they repre- 
sented distinctly different approaches to wage reporting. The alterna- 
tives range from only adjusting the information flow under the current 
system to creating a new entity for administering the collection and 
maintenance of wage data. 

Before developing alternatives, we searched available literature to iden- 
tify previous reports on the subject and found limited published infor- 
mation about alternative wage-reporting systems We obtained most 
information, therefore, from interviewing persons knowledgeable of 
wage reporting in SSA headquarters, the Maryland Office of Unemploy- 
ment Insurance, IRS. the Office of Management and Budget, and in busi- 
ness. From this information we developed several alternatives and 
theorized advantages and disadvantages from the perspectives of 
employers, employees, and the federal and state governments. We then 
discussed the alternatives with SSA and IRS officials. 

Comments were obtained from IKS and the Department of Labor and are 
incorporated in our report where appropriate. Although SSA was asked 
to comment on this report, it did not provide comments. Our work to 
identify and analyze alternative wage-reporting processes was per- 
formed between September 1988 and February 1989. 
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Note: GAO responses 
supplementing those I” the 
report text appear at the 
end of this appendix 

Seeresponse: 

See resoonse 2 

1 

SEP 22 

MT. Lawrence H. Thompson 
Assistant Comptroller Genf?rsl 
General Accounting OffIce 
WashIngton, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Thompson: 

We have received ~ouf letter of September 19 llmitlnci the comment 
period on your draft report soclal&Security: Alternative Wage 
Repot-tlng Processes to September 22. While we appreciate the 
opportunity to review and comment on this report, this sudden 
departure from the verbal agreement with your staff for a" extended 
review perlod was unanticipated. oue to the major effects, 
adoption of two of the altecnatlves would have on the unemployment 
insurance (UI) system, we are compelled to provide at least a" 
outline of our concerns regarding the wage reporting alternatives 
presented 1" your report wlthin this revised comment period. 

The following are our comnlents on the sub]ect report. 

General 

At present three statts, Mlchlgan, New York, and Massachusetts 
do not collect detailed wage data to be used for UI benefit 
determinations. Other State employment security agencies 
(SESAs) collect detalled wage data only for workers that are 
covered under the State's UI laws. 

Under any of the proposed approaches, priority must be given 
to States’ requirements for processing VI benefits. The need 
for detal,ed wage data by the States in terms of cycling 
updates for claims purposes and timely benefit payments has 
not been addressed. 

It 1s not clear whether the States would malntaln the current 
level of 16 quarters of detalled wage data on the computer 
files, or be required to collect the data on a "llfetime" 
basis. Wage record data are needed on a quarterly basis for 
the operatlo" of the I11 ;,rogram. 

The primary concern fr'xn a pclvacy perspective 1s the 
transporting of data adt of the UI system and using it for 
purposes other than those prrscrlbed I" connection with the 
administration of the :JI ?roqram. 
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r 
State wage record files are unique to the individual State and 
Its UI law in terms of the elements, beyond the basic required 
items, each State collects. There is no annual summary within 
a state for each worker, nor is there an aggregate total for 
workers who have wages in two or more states (construction and 
trucking industries). 

- 3 - 

Tne IRS would have great diftrculty accessing the wage files 
electronically. There is no uniform reporting format nor 
standardized data collection required for electronic retrieval 
from the SESRs. On-line access is technically unsound and 
questionable in its feaslblllty. Data access on-line to 
iifty-three (53) sites is not a solution for annual access. 
'rhe cost of such a telecommunications network and the proposed 
workload would be prohl oitlve. 

Tnr “mayor advantage", according to this report, is that SSA 
should be able to pay more accurate benefits due to access to 
the currant wage information. This is not necessarily true, 
as the percentage of amended or adjusted wage reports as 
discovered through claim for il1 benefits runs high in several 
states. 

On line access to SESA files is unnecessary if the SESA 
reports to IRS, and the IRS to SSA. Many states do not have 
on line capability. 

The integration and reconciliation of three data bases of this 
size is physically and technically an enormous and 
questionable undertaking. It would take years to achieve 
uniform and total integration. 

SESAs do not have uniform data processing equipment which will 
complicate the data transfer to IRS/SSA. 

Increased volume of usage on SESA systems would mean the need 
for more powerful computer systems, and additional staff to 
trace delinquent reports. 

Significant additional resources would be needed to input, 
verify, and report. 

The impact on SESAs to verify and crosscheck IRS data 5 times 
a year is significant in terns of staff resources. The WI 
files and the IRS files are currently as similar as possible. 
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GAO Responses 1. GAO advised Labor staff that an extension of the comment period 
could be requested and would be granted if justified. Labor made a 
request for an extension of about 70 days and we denied their request 
because the report is informational and does not recommend any 
changes in the wage-reporting process. 

2. To address Labor’s comments, the report was modified to clarify the 
issue. 
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Human Resources 
Division, 
Washington, D.C. 
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0 Traditionally, we have not permitted direct Federal access to 
State wage data bases. The violation of State privacy 
requirements would have to be resolved. The release of State 
data electronically to SSA would require a Federal law change 
as well as law changes in most States. 

0 The legality oE other Federal agencies accessing these files 
at will is .also questionable. The mayor disadvantages listed 
by GAO are valid and should be taken into consideration with 
our comments. 

Alternative 3: Central Agency Wage File. 

The SESAs would lose control over data critical to the 
operation of the State's UI program. 

SESAs would have no responstbility for the employer wage 
reports and would lose the authority to penalize employers for 
failing to report wages timely. 

Any delay to the accessibility of the wage data by the SESAs 
would delay awareness of delinquent employers reports, possibly 
affect the solvency of the State UI Trust Funds, and could 
delay payments of UI benefits to claimants. 

We disagree that fewer files would be necessary. Separate 
files would have to be maintained for each employer, for each 
enployee and for each State in order for SESAs to operate 
their tax and experience rating systems. 

We more than agree that the establishment of a Central Agency 
and Data Base will be diEficult and costly. The ongoing 
maintenance of the system would also be costly. 

I am concerned, however, that the implementation of these 
alternatives need to be discussed in further detail, and would 
like to request that a meeting be set up with the Director of the 
Unemployment Insurance Service, Ms. Mary Ann Wyrsch. She can be 
reached on 523-7831. 

Sincerely, 

/ 
of Labor 

- 
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0 States which now have stringent privacy and confidentiality 
requirements are unlikely to welcome the intrusion into their 
data banks by central or regional SSA offices unless an 
enforceable, clear and unambiguous provision concerning the 
privacy and confidentiality requirements for SSA to meet is 
specified. 

0 The centralized concept includes a suggestion that security 
would be maintained and access would be controlled. However, 
the potential for the development of a complex profile of 
individuals would exist and could be developed without the 
individuals being aware of its existence. 

0 The report contains no recommendation for adoption of any of 
the three approaches. However, from our standpoint, 
implementation of Alternative 1 should have no impact on 
employer reporting or SESA's operations for UI purposes. We 
would also like to point out the Federal/State partnershrp 
nature of the UI system and that there are privacy and 
confidentiality issues, employer reporting burdens, and 
possibly a loss of control over the UI Trust Funds. 

Alternative 1: Modified Combined Annual wage Reporting. 

We do not have any direct comments on this alternative, as it does 
not involve or use SESA's wage record files or data bases, or 
require SESAs involvement in the reporting or reconciliation of 
missing or erroneous wage data from employers. The employer's 
quarterly reporting of detailed wage InEormation to SESAs for' UI 
purposes would continue as now. 

Alternative #2: IRS/SSA Access State Wage Files. 

0 Not all SESAs have wag<: files; many State wage files are not 
"clean" and reliabilit] of data is questionable. Three States 
do not use quarterly wage files for UI purposes. 

0 A uniform definition of "wages" would have to be required and 
agreed to by all parties (SESAs, IRS, SSA) 

0 States vary in the scope of UI coverage, specifically: 
non-profit, religious, public, self-employed, agricultural, 
domestic, fishery workers, and reimbursable employers are 
rarely reported. None of the States retain Military or 
Federal employee wage records. UI is not applicable in Guam 
or American Samoa, but SSA/FICA is. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
INTERNAL REVENVE SER”,CE 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20.224 

Mr. Lawrence H. Thompson 
Assistant Comptroller General 
United States General Accounting Office 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Thompson: 

We have reviewed your recent draft report entitled 
“Social Security: Alternative Wage Reporting Processes” 
(HRD-89-134), and are in general agreement with its contents. 

The report examines three alternative concepts for 
reporting wage and employment tax data to the Federal 
government, but concludes that none of them are sufficiently 
attractive to justify a change in the current process at this 
time. We agree with this conclusion. 

We believe the adjustments to the current process that 
are planned or have been made by IRS and the Social Security 
Administration recently, including those related to the new 
Memorandum of Understanding, have addressed the problems 
previously identified by GAO and have substantially improved 
the process. Since the full effect of these adjustments will 
not be known for several years, we feel that any move to a new 
reporting concept now would be premature. 

I hope you find these comments useful. 

Best wishes. 

Sincerelv. 
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While we agree that each of these situations are potential disadvan- 
tages, some balancing comments are in order. For example, while states 
may no longer be able to penalize employers for delinquent reports, the 
alternative envisions a timely system that identifies and enforces com- 
pliance with reporting requirements. This is the reason that the alterna- 
tive cross-checks quarterly and annual reports and states that the 
central agency needs authority to resolve reporting differences. Also, 
although states will need to maintain certain records for program 
administration they will no longer have to record and enter detailed 
data on their own, resulting in some operational savings. 
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Under this alternative. a new entity is established to centralize the col- 
lection of wage data. The new entity’s basic mission would be to receive, 
process, and record (reconciling when necessary) all wage information 
needed by authorized agencies in the performance of their legislated 
duties. 

All employers would submit quarterly wage reports in detail and sum- 
mary t,o the new entity for processing. This wage information could be 
similar in format to t,hc reporting done formerly on the quarterly Forms 
941 and Schedule A. Quarterly reports would no longer be filed with 
either states or IRS. llowevcr. employers would submit the annual Form 
W-3 and W-2 reports to the new entity for it to cross-check with the 
quarterly submitted data. When different, reconciliation would be done 
by IRS or the new entity. For example, IRS could be responsible for 
resolving differenccss where taxes were possibly due, while the new 
emity could be responsibk and have authority to resolve differences 
where wages wcrc’ possibly underreported to the wage file. 

Access to the central bvagc file would be instantaneous (on-line) and 
would have to bc c.ont rolled by specific agreements and security meas- 
urcs that specify and electronically control what data within a file could 
be accessed. Access lo the file would have to comply with the “Privacy 
Act” and other requirements of federal law. Local, state, and federal 
government agem% with authority under federal law could use the file 
to accomplish their curious program ob.jectives. For example, SSA could 
access the system to update its earnings file, answer beneficiaries’ ques- 
tions, or obtain reccsnt earnings data of current beneficiaries in order to 
calculate a new monl hly benefit, amount. IIS could access the file to ver- 
ify reported tax deposits by employers and income reported by individu- 
als. And other users, such as a police department authorized access for 
the purpose of locating persons, could use the file to identify a current 
employer and addtcss. Prcxsumably, information not required to accom- 
plish an authorized purpose would be electronically blocked from access 
through int.ernal cant r-01 programs. For example, a police department 
might have no netbd lo know wage amounts so that data could be blocked 
from policth access 

The central wage f’ilo offers several advantages. Fewer wage files would 
be maintained because. states would be relieved of maintaining separate 
wage files. With a single mission, the system should be designed to 
streamline the proc,tMng of large amounts of data. The states and other 
agencies operating c~ntitltment programs would gain access to wage files 
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problem reports, increase reliability of input to their systems. i\t\d I ( v 
work with IRS on the reconciliation of reports. 

Alternative 3: Central Alternative 3 establishes a single point for collecting and maintaining 

Wage File wage data, and a new wage-reporting form. We selected this approa~~t I 
for consideration for several reasons. It is a distinctly diffc~rt~nt 
approach to wage reporting. It (1) simplifies reporting by roqlliritq 
employers to report to only one entity, (2) looks to t,hr futrlrc, anti 
presumes that technological improvements will make such ;I sl’stcltlt ‘,‘;s 
sible, and (3) builds on a concept discussed in a previous (; \( I rxq)ot’r 
This system is depicted in figure 1.9. 
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past 16 quarters). They would also continue to file quarterly summary 
wage reports with IRS. Like alternative 1, employers would annually 
submit Form W-3 and W-2 wage reports to IRS rather than to %A. The 
relationship among IRS, SSA, and the states in the use of the information, 
however, would be significantly altered. 

IRS would be the primary agency responsible for verification of wage 
records through quarterly and annual reconciliations. Specifically, IRS 

would electronically compare its quarterly Form 941 reports with the 
total quarterly wages reported by each employer to the states and rec- 
oncile any differences. Annually, IRS would also compare each 
employer’s Form W-2 reports with the total of the previously verified 
Form 941 reports, reconciling any differences. This alternative provides 
IRS with the potential to identify additional cases of underreported 
income because an additional wage file would be used to cross-check 
wage information. 

SSA’S operations would be significantly changed under this alternative. 
SSA would rely on state wage files as its original source of data to record 
worker wages. Thus, SSA would have to electronically connect its system 
with each state file. Through the connection, SSA would annually access 
each of the 53 wage files and update its earnings files using the recon- 
ciled records. When required, SSA field offices could electronically access 
state files directly to retrieve current earnings information not yet 
updated to SSA earnings files. 

A major advantage of this system is that SSA should be able to pay more 
accurate benefits because it will have access to more current wage infor- 
mation. For example, under this alternative, if a person visited an SSA 

field office to file an application for retirement benefits, SSA could elec- 
tronically access that worker’s wage file in the appropriate state to 
obtain earnings not yet recorded in the SA master file. lJnder the cur- 
rent system, if the person could not provide evidence of their latest 
earnings when applying for retirement benefits, they may not initially 
receive the full monthly retirement benefit to which they were entitled. 
Any resulting underpayment should be corrected by a lump-sum pay- 
ment without interest when the earnings file is later updated. 

A second advantage associated with integration and reconciliation of the 
three data bases would be the potential enhancement in the efficiency 
and effectiveness of other government programs that rely on unemploy- 
ment compensation wage files. For the first time, the wage data employ- 
ers report to the states would be systematically cross-checked with 
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Alternative 2: 
Unemployment 
Compensation Wage File 

Alternative 2 departs significantly from the current wage-reporting sys- 
tern by using existing state wage files to provide SSA with more current 
wage information than it now gets. In this alternative, SSA updates its 
earnings files by using quarterly wage data now submitted by employers 
to states. 

We selected this approach for consideration for several reasons. It is a 
distinctly different approach; it uses existing wage files; it provides SSA 

with quarterly wage data, which should increase payment accuracy; it 
offers an opportunity to compare all existing employer wage reports; 
and it is based on a concept presented in SSA’s skategic plan.’ This alter- 
native is depicted in figure 1.8. 

4This concept W&Y discussed by SSA in its long-range plan, 2000, A STRATEGIC PLAN, dated January 
1988. 
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Figure 1.7: Modified Combined Annual Wage Reporting 

Receive quarterly 
reports and post 

Receives 

Form 941 

Receives annual 
Form W-3 and 

associated W-2s 
I 

Processes and 
compares Forms W-2 

with Form 941 

This alternative would change the wage-reporting process in several 
basic ways. IRS would receive Forms W-3 and W-Z, convert them to a 
computer-usable format, and send the computerized information to SSA 
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earnings to SSA than to IRS. However, in 1980, IRS stated that it did not 
have the resources to deal with what it thought was essentially an SSA 

problem; that is, those cases where employers had reported more earn- 
ings to IRS than to SSA. 

We reported that between 1978 and 1983 there were 3.5 million wage 
reports with such differences and more were being added each year. No 
efforts were being made to solve this ever-growing backlog of 
unresolved differences. The differences in wage reports indicated that 
SSA may not have recorded more than $58 billion in wages to workers’ 
accounts (about 1 percent of total wages credited in the period). Subse- 
quent SSA reconciliation efforts showed, however, that some of this 
amount had already been recorded in workers’ accounts because, in 
some cases, employers had used different employer identification num- 
bers in reporting the same earnings to 1~s and SSA. 

In response to recommendations in our 1987 report, IRS and SSA entered 
into a new cooperative agreement in July 1988 to resolve differences in 
their records. The agreement provides for IRS to continue to identify 
employers who may have underreported wages to either agency, with 
SSA initially responsible for resolving reported differences where it has 
recorded less wages than IRS. If employers do not cooperate when con- 
tacted by SSA, those employers will be referred to IRS for possible follow- 
up action, which could include penalties for failing to file required 
reports. SSA said that it lacks such penalty authority. IRS continues to be 
responsible for resolving all cases where SSA has recorded more wages 
than IRS and it appears that taxes are due.- 

This new agreement has the potential to be effective in resolving prob- 
lem wage reports. It was developed to correct known causes of reporting 
problems, it better defined each agency’s responsibilities, and it estab- 
lished procedures for (1) reviewing how each agency was performing 
and (2) addressing any performance problem. In commenting on this 
report, IRS said the adjustments made or planned under the new agree- 
ment have addressed the problems and substantially improved the 
process. 

The results of the new agreement will not be evident, however, before 
1990. This lag between the end of the first affected tax year (1987) and 
any results is due to the time needed for processing and reconciliation. 

“Tax Administration: IRS Combmed Annual Wage Reporting Reconciliation Program 
(GAO/GGD-89-21, Dec. 14. 1%38). 
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Figure 1.6: Combined Annual Wage Reporting 
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IJnder the current system, employers still submit the quarterly Form 
941 to IRS, but without Schedule A. IRS uses the employer reported total 
wage and tax information for comparison with employers’ tax deposits. 
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Wage Reporting 
Before 1978 

Before 1978, employers were required by law to file quarterly and 
annual reports with IS. The resulting five reports provided aggregate 
tax and wage data for employers and quarterly and annual data on each 
worker. At the same time, many employers also filed quarterly reports 
with unemployment compensation jurisdictions detailing the wages paid 
to each employee covered by unemployment insurance. This basic sys- 
t,em of quarterly wage reporting is depicted in figure 1.5. 

Figure 1.5: Quarterly Wage Reporting 
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reports and post 
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Form 941 wth 
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Shortly after the end of each calendar quarter, employers reported total 
aggregate earnings and taxes that they withheld from all their employ- 
ees to IKS on Form 941. Similar information was itemized for each 
employee on Schedule A. IRS compared the employer-reported totals on 
Form 941 with the SUIYI of individual earnings reported on the attach- 
ment. If in agreemclnt. MS later compared the reported taxes withheld 
with each employer’s actual deposit of taxes to the Federal Reserve. If 
not in agreement, II~S \\as responsible for resolving the difference. 
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Department of Labor The Department of Labor oversees the administration of the unemploy- 
ment compensation program. Under this program, most states collect 
quarterly wage information from employers to aid in determining a per- 
son’s eligibility and benefits for unemployment compensation. This data 
base, however, includes information only on workers covered by the 
unemployment insurance program. States determine which employees 
and employers participate in the program. Consequently, the self- 
employed and certain employers (e.g., nonprofit, religious, agricultural, 
domestic) are generally not part of the system. Further, wage informa- 
tion is kept for a limited time period (16 quarters) because unemploy- 
ment benefits are based on recent rather than lifetime earnings. Figure 
I.4 depicts an example of one state’s quarterly employment report. 
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Fiaure 1.2: Form W-2 Wage and Tax Statement 

2 

i 

Control number 

Employer’s name, address, and ZIP code 

OMB NO 1545JlOO8 

3 Employer’s ldentilution number 4 Employer’s state I.D. number 

t 
II Employea’r social rccurily number 9 Federal income tax withheld 

2 Employer’s name, address, and ZIP code 
t 

t 

I 
rwn W-2 Wage and Tax Statement 1989 

Employedi tnd employat’s copy comwd 0 :opy 1 For State, City, or Local Tax Department 

II dernal Revenue Service To effectively administer the collection of taxes from employers and 
employees, IKS needs accurate and current wage information. Employers 
withhold taxes from employees and deposit these taxes with the Federal 
Reserve or approvc)d commercial bank. IKS needs to know the total 
wages paid by each employer to verify the proper deposit of withheld 
taxes by employers. E:mployers currently submit this summary wage 
information on Form 941 (Employer’s Quarterly Federal Tax Return) 
directly to IRS each quarter (see fig. 1.3). IW also needs details on wages 
paid to each employc>c to verify wages reported on individual tax 
returns. IM now recG\,es this detailed information on magnetic tape 
from SSA after SSA proc8c>sscs Form UT-2 data. 
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This appendix discusses why wage reports are needed, the history of 
wage reporting, the impact of a major 1976 change and its associated 
problems, and the advantages and disadvantages of three wage- 
reporting alternatives. 

Why Wage Reports 
Are Needed 

To administer various programs, federal and state governments need 
information on the wages employers pay their workers. However, 
because of differences in programs and operating needs, employers must 
report wages to different government agencies, in different formats, and 
at different times. These differences are briefly described below for the 
government agencies who use wage information extensively. 

- 

Social Security 
Administration 

SSA needs a record of’ wage information t,o administer its social security 
programs. Eligibility and benefits for social security entitlement pro- 
grams (Retirement, Survivors and Disability Insurance) are based gener- 
ally on the average lifetime wages of covered workers. Benefits payable 
under its needs-based program (Supplemental Security Income) are 
linked to a person’s current level of income and resources. Annually, SSA 

receives employee wage information from employers on Forms W-3 
(Transmittal of Income and Tax Statements) and W-2 (Wage and Tax 
Statement). (See figures I.1 and 1.2.) Earnings information for self- 
employed persons is derived from the t,ax returns they filed with IIS. IKS 
aggregates self-employed earnings information on magnetic tape and 
sends it to SM. 
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theorized for each alternative were similarly developed. The alterna- 
tives represent an array of concepts that could appreciably improve the 
effectiveness of the wage-reporting process. The alternatives and their 
pros and cons are discussed in appendix I. Appendix II presents a fuller 
discussion of our scope and methodology. 

We analyzed and arc reporting on three different concepts. The first 
modified the existing system by making IRS rather than SSA responsible 
for receiving and processing earnings reports. At present, SSA receives 
earnings reports, processes them, and sends them to IRS. The second con- 
cept makes use of the unemployment compensation earnings file, now 
the responsibility of the Department of Labor and the states, to check 
wage data submitted to IRS and SSA. The third concept revamps the 
existing process by setting up a new wage-reporting entity that would 
receive and process wage data for IRS, SSA, and the states. 

After reviewing the alternatives, we conclude that though there are 
advantages to each alternative, none are compelling enough to warrant a 
change to the existing process in the near term. The changes being made 
by IRS and SSA to the current process are a start in the right direction. 
They address known causes of reporting problems but the results of 
these changes will not be known before 1990 because of time lags associ- 
ated with the reporting, processing, and reconciliation of wage 
information. 

What may be the most significant initiative affecting the accuracy of 
SSA'S earnings files in the future is SSA'S new Personal Earnings and Ben- 
efit Estimate Statements (PEBES). In 1988, SSA began sending these state- 
ments to workers who requested a statement of their earnings. The 
statements provide a yearly listing of their recorded wages beginning 
with tax year 195 1 and an estimate of various Social Security benefits.’ 
Though this innovation is separate from the current wage-reporting sys- 
tem, it gives workers the opportunity to review earnings posted to their 
Social Security account and to clear up discrepancies. Currently, 3 per- 
cent of the PEBES' requests result in workers questioning the accuracy of 
their earnings records. SSA and the Congress are considering whether 
earnings statements should be periodically sent to all workers. In the 
long run, these earnings statements could be as effective in correcting 
errors in SSA'S files as the options considered in this report. 
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